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• Data and Problem:
Discrimination Analysis

examples for k=2

1
1

k

…

category

(xf1 xf2 … xfp)future observation/test sample: ?
objective: use certain observed measurements X of some objects whose 

categories or grouping are known, to determine a rule that can be used to assign a 
new object (whose category is unknown) to one of the pre-specified categories

discrimination analysis also known as pattern recognition, (statistical) 
classification, or numerical taxonomy

observed data/ 
training sample:

p. 8-2

a good classification procedure should

result in few misclassifications

take “prior probabilities of occurrence” into account

consider the cost

example. There tend to be more financially sound firms than bankrupt 
firm. If we really believe that the prior probability of a financially 
distressed and ultimately bankrupted firm is very small, then one should 
classify a randomly selected firm as non-bankrupt unless the data 
overwhelmingly favor bankruptcy.

Suppose that classifying a π1 object as belonging to π2 represents a more 
serious error than classifying a π2 object as belonging to π1. Then, one 
should be cautious about making the former assignment

example. Diagnosis of a potentially fatal illness

Q: Why the categories of some objects are known, some unknown? Here are 
some possible conditions:

incomplete knowledge of “future” performance

“perfect” information required destroying the object

unavailable or expensive information
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• Separation and Classification for Two Populations

Modeling of the data and problem 

p. 8-4

Calculation of some probabilities 

the overall probabilities of correctly or incorrectly classifying objects are
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⇒ a reasonable classification rule should have ECM as small as possible

expected cost of misclassification (ECM) criterion

p. 8-6

Note. Implementation of the minimum ECM rule requires only three ratios
special cases of minimum expected cost regions
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